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Abstract
We calculate the leading contribution to the left-right asymmetry in polarized Mller scat-
tering from the superpartners in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), using
an eective lagrangian approach. We determine the maximum asymmetry that can result from
the superpartners in the MSSM under dierent scenarios, and discuss the feasibility of a high-
precision, low-energy (
p
s  200 MeV) Mller scattering experiment to see supersymmetry.
PACS: 11.30Er; 12.60.Jv; 13.10.+q





The high degree of polarization achievable with electron beams (Pe ’ 80%) has stimulated
renewed interest in polarized Mller scattering ~e−e− ! e−e−. An experimental group has estimated
that a measurement of the left-right asymmetryALR to a precision of order 10
−8 would be achievable
at SLAC with a 50 GeV polarized beam on a hydrogen target [1]. The Standard Model (SM)
prediction at tree level [2] is approximately 310−7. One would normally expect loop corrections to be
down by at least 10−2 from the tree approximation, but in this case, the tree prediction is suppressed
by about a factor of 10 from what one might expect because of the ocurrence of a small factor 1−
4 sin2W . Thus, this experimental precision may be sensitive to one-loop corrections that do not have
such a suppression factor. It is interesting to ask whether such a precise measurement might provide
a window to physics beyond the SM complementary to high energy collider experiments. In Ref. [1],
the eects of a contact interaction (signifying electron substructure) were considered, showing that
this measurement would probe considerably beyond the sensitivity achievable by SLC and LEPII.
Interpreted in terms of a heavy vector boson Z00, it would be sensitive to about MZ0  600 GeV,
competitive with the Fermilab TeVatron, but also complementary, since there is the possibility that
the vector boson coupling to electrons is much larger than to quarks.
In order to investigate whether this proposed experiment would be sensitive to other types of new
physics, we have considered one-loop contributions from superpartners to determine the mass scale to
which such a measurement of ALR would be sensitive. Since there may well be superpartners in the
mass range of 50{100 GeV, one might anticipate that their contributions would be at least as large
as SM electroweak radiative corrections. Indeed, a back-of-the-envelope estimation of the diagram in
Fig. 1(c) in the case that the chargino is mostly a wino suggests a contribution to a parity-violating
four-fermi interaction of order g4=162M2, where M is the mass of the heaviest particle in the loop.
This suggests that contributions from superpartners in this mass range might well be observable.
Unfortunately, the actual calculation of the full set of SUSY contributions gives numbers almost an
order of magnitude smaller than this estimate, even though our results show that, with the present
lower limits of about 45 GeV on charginos and selectrons, some models actually produce a signal
as high as 1:7 10−8: Following the analysis of \LEP1.5," chargino mass limits will be improved (if
charginos are not discovered). If this experiment were performed after LEPII has been running for
some time, then such superpartners will have been discovered or else a new lower limit established
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of about 85 GeV: With such a lower limit, the maximum SUSY contribution to ALR turns out to be
about 0:5 10−8: (Of course, depending on the character of the actual theory, the contribution to
ALR could be much smaller.)
Of course, to interpret a measurement as a signature of physics beyond the SM, one must rst have
the SM prediction under control. Recently, a calculation of the one-loop SM radiative corrections
has been performed [3]. Although a large radiative correction was reported, reducing the SM tree
prediction by 40%, as the authors note, this is almost entirely due to the running of sin2W from MZ
down to the scale of the experiment  0:2 GeV. Had one expressed the tree prediction in terms of
couplings normalized at low energy, then the one-loop corrections would be of order of a few percent,
at most. The largest uncertainty in the SM predictions comes from hadronic vacuum polarization
corrections, at about the level of the projected experimental uncertainty. Further work on this would
be necessary to determine how much this theoretical uncertainty might be reduced. Unless improved,
it would be impossible to interpret eects as small as 0:5 10−8, even if such a sensitivity could be
reached experimentally.
The outline of our paper is as follows: In Section 2, we write down the eective lagrangian rel-
evant for the calculation of ALR. In Section 3, we present the numerical results of the calculation
of the SUSY contributions to ALR for dierent scenarios. We identify under what conditions the
contributions are maximized. We determine the maximum asymmetry resulting from the superpart-
ners in the MSSM, given the present experimental constraints, and in the resulting scenario if LEPII
(at
p
s = 190 GeV) does not nd the superpartners. In section 4, we discuss the feasibility of a
low-energy Mller scattering experiment to detect SUSY. The full details of the calculation will be
presented elsewhere [4].
2 The Eective Lagrangian
The low energy eective lagrangian relevant for our calculation only contains the electron and
the photon as the eective low energy degrees of freedom. The momentum transfer in the scattering
process we are going to look at is much larger than the mass of the electron, and so it is justied
to set the mass of the electron to zero in this calculation. Thus the eective lagrangian is that for
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massless QED plus gauge invariant higher dimensional operators (HDO):




FF + LHDO (1)
where D = @ − ieA. Since we are only interested in a parity violating eect, we need to consider
only parity-violating higher dimensional operators.y In addition we can restrict our attention to
operators that conserve chirality, because the theory must be chiral symmetric for melectron = 0. All
contributions to the non-chiral operators will be proportional to the electron mass and hence can be
neglected. As a result, the leading contribution to LHDO comes from the following two, dimension-six
operators:
O1 =  γ
  γγ5 ; and O2 =  γ
γ5D
 F + h:c: (2)
These two operators are not independent because they can be transformed into each other through
the use of the classical equations of motion. It is known in such a case that one operator can be traded
for the other in the eective lagrangian without changing the S{matrix [5]. Using @F
 = −e  γ ,
one obtains,
O2 = eO1 (3)
up to a total derivative. We choose to trade O2 in favor of O1. Thus we end up with







 γ  γγ5 : (4)
The expression for left-right asymmetry in the scattering of polarized electrons on unpolarized
electrons, ALR, in terms of c1 may be obtained using helicity amplitudes [2]. In the notation of [2],
dL = dLL + dLR and dR = dRR + dRL, where the rst index represents the helicity of the
incoming electron and the second index, the helicity of the target electron. Since all four particles






dLL + dRR + 2dLR
(5)





1 + y4 + (1− y)4
(6)
yWe use the term ‘parity violating operators’ not only for operators that explicitly violate parity but also for
operators with odd parity (since the parity of the operator describing the dominant interaction is even).
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where y = −t=s, and s and t are the usual Mandelstam invariants. The maximum value of ALR
occurs at y = 1=2:




3 SUSY contribution to c1
In this section we will present the results of the calculation of the contributions to c1 coming from
superpartner loops in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). We dene the MSSM
as in Ref. [6]. Even though we have traded O2 in favor of O1 in our eective lagrangian, we need
to nd the contributions to the operator O2 from the superpartner loops and then properly absorb
these contributions into c1 through the use of Eq. (3). The leading contributions to O1 and O2 come
from the diagrams shown in Fig. 1. Note that there are no contributions from box diagrams with one
~eL and one ~eR, because the couplings of ~eL and ~eR to the electron are left-handed and right-handed,
respectively, and so these diagrams contribute to dLR and dRL only. From the arguments given in
the previous section, we know that they cannot lead to parity violation and hence cannot contribute
to the parity violating operator O1. The photon-Z mixing coming from superpartner loops will, like
the tree diagram, give a contribution proportional to 1− 4 sin2W , and so is suppressed relative to
the diagrams in Fig. 1. Hence it may be neglected. The complete expression for cSUSY1 is long,
involved, and not particularly illuminating, and so we present it elsewhere [4].
3.1 Degenerate Limit
In order to get a feel for the size of the SUSY contribution to ALR, we present the limit where
all the SUSY particles in the loops are degenerate with common mass MSUSY , in which case, the
expresion for cSUSY1 , and hence A^
SUSY
LR , is very simple. In this limit, we nd that the contributions
from the neutralino box diagrams (Fig. 1(d)) completely cancel (we have not understood the origin
of this cancellation). The contribution from the neutralino vertex diagrams is proportional to 1=4−














The appropriate scale at which  and sin2W should be normalized is the typical scale of the
experiment Q  :2 GeV. Of course,  is well known,  ’ 1=137. For sin2W we use the low
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energy value obtained in Ref. [3] (which they call (0) sin2W (MZ)MS), sin
2W = 0:2384.
yy For s we
use :05 GeV2, which is the maximum attainable at SLAC. The proposed experiment is expected to
resolve A^LR at the level of 1:6 10
−8 [1], which will probe MSUSY of approximately 45 GeV.
The results from this experiment may not be available until after LEPII has run for some time. A
DPF Working Group has explored the SUSY discovery potential of LEPII [7]. Assuming an energy
of
p
s = 190 GeV, and an integrated luminosity of 500 pb−1, they nd that the discovery reach will
be charginos at least up to about 90 GeV; selectrons up to 85-90 GeV. No strict limits on sneutrinos
and neutralinos were presented but, even if they are lighter, it does not aect our results much since
the size of the integrals is largely determined by the largest mass in the loop. For MSUSY = 85 GeV
we obtain A^SUSYLR = 0:45  10
−8, which is below the detection limit of the proposed experiment.
These values in this special case are typical of the more general cases, which we will examine below.
In the limit we have considered, the neutralino graphs do not contribute or are negligible. Even in
the more realistic cases, the dominant contribution to ASUSYLR comes from the chargino graphs, as
one would expect. We nd that in scenarios that maximize ASUSYLR , the neutralino contribultions are
at most 10% of the total.
3.2 SUSY Models
Now we will consider SUSY models that maximize ASUSYLR . This will determine the minimum
sensitivity an experiment must have in order to see the eects of SUSY under the most favorable of
circumstances. The set of SUSY parameters that is relevent here is
M~L; M ~E ; M1; M2; ; and tan: (9)
The last four parameters in the set together with the Standard Model parameters mZ and sin
2W
determine the masses of the charginos and neutralinos and the mixing matrices [6]. The slepton

























Z cos 2 sin
2W
yySuperpartners, unless they are very light, will not change this result.
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The present experimental lower limits on the masses of the charginos, sneutrino, and selectrons are
about 40 to 45 GeV [9]. These limits are derived for supergravity-inspired MSSM models. Even if the
supergravity assumptions are removed, the lower bounds on these superpartners are not signicantly
lowered, as opposed to the case of the neutralinos which have no model-independent lower bounds.
Under the most favorable of circumstances, that is, if the superpartner masses are just above the
present limits, let us see what value we can expect for A^SUSYLR . Here are the scenarios that maximize












2; (3) m~eR  m~eL ; (4) ~eL
heavier than ~01. The rst requirement is obvious because of the decoupling nature of SUSY. The
second requirement follows from the fact that the Higgsino couplings to the electron are negligible.
The dominant contribution is from the chargino graphs, and so the most important requirements for a
large A^SUSYLR are a light wino-like chargino and a light sneutrino. When m~eL = m~eR the contribution
from the neutralino graphs is proportional to 1=4− sin2W . Thus a large mass splitting will enhance
the magnitude of the contributions from the neutralino graphs. To get the correct sign (positive)
for the contribution, so that it has the same sign as the chargino contribution, we need m~eR  m~eL .
Finally, we have already mentioned the cancellation that occurs among the neutralino box diagrams
when the selectron mass is degenerate with the neutralinos. For example, if m~eL = m~01
, then the
net contribution from the box diagrams, involving just these two particles in the loop, to any four-
fermi operator (not just the vector times axial-vector) is zero. We nd that to maximize the net
contribution from the neutralino graphs, m~eL should be heavier than m~01
. For the simple situation
where ~01 and ~
0
2 are pure gaugino and degenerate in mass, we nd that m~eL ’ 1:3m~01 maximizes
the net contribution from the neutralino graphs.
Assuming a lower limit of about 45 GeV for all the superpartners, let us see what is the largest
signal we can get for A^SUSYLR . We have examined many models satisfying the previous four conditions
and extracted those that maximize A^SUSYLR . An example is (all masses in GeV)
M~L = 54; M ~E = 1000; M1 = 55; M2 = 52;  = 1000; tan = 1:25
which yields the following superpartner masses:









Note that  M1; M2 makes the lighter charginos and neutralinos almost pure gaugino-like. This
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model gives (for s = :05 GeV2)
A^SUSYLR ’ 1:7 10
−8 (12)
Therefore with the present experimental limits on the masses of the superpartners, this is as large
as we can expect A^SUSYLR to be for s = :05 GeV
2.zz
In the case of supergravity-based MSSM models, the maximum value of A^SUSYLR is a bit lower.
One reason is that generally m~eR < m~eL [11]. Therefore the neutralino contributions to c1 have
the opposite sign of the chargino contributions. But since the neutralino contributions are relatively
small, this does not reduce the maximum value of A^SUSYLR in supergravity models signicantly from
(12). In scanning randomly generated supergravity models which pass all present experimental and
theoretical constraints [12], we found that the maximum value of A^SUSYLR was ’ 1:3 10
−8.
LEPII, which is expected to start running in 1996, will either detect these superpartners through
direct production, or, as mentioned earlier, improve the lower limits on the masses of these super-
partners (except the neutralinos) to about 85 GeV [7]. If the proposed experiment does not take
data until after LEPII has run, and if LEPII has not found any superpartners, then the maximum
possible value for A^SUSYLR will go down by about a factor (45=85)
2. Assuming that the lower limit
on the masses of the superpartners is about 85 GeV, we repeat the same exercise as above. For the
following model (masses in GeV):
M~L = 104; M ~E = 1000; M1 = 90; M2 = 89;  = 1000; tan = 3:67
we obtain the superpartner masses,










A^SUSYLR ’ 0:5 10
−8: (14)
In the scan of the supergravity models, the maximum value obtained for A^SUSYLR , with m~+i
, m~e ,
m~eL , and m~eR greater than about 85 GeV, was ’ 0:4 10
−8.
zzWe have computed A^SUSYLR for the  M1 M2  0 and tan  1 models presented in Ref. [10] and found them
to yield values lower than (12).
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4 Conclusion
With the present mass limits on the superpartners, A^SUSYLR can at most be as large as 1:7 10
−8
in the MSSM (for s = :05 GeV2). In the case of supergravity-based MSSM models this number
goes down to about 1:3 10−8. The models that give numbers of this order are the ones with light
wino-like charginos and light sneutrinos (by light we mean about 45{50 GeV).
The proposed experiment is expected to measure A^LR to an accuracy of 1:6  10
−8. With
this resolution, the experiment will be able to see SUSY eects only under the most favorable of
circumstances. In case the superpartner masses are above about 85 GeV, we nd that the largest that
A^SUSYLR can be is about 0:5 10
−8 for the MSSM models and about 0:4 10−8 for the supergravity-
based MSSM models. In this case, the experiment has no hope of detecting any signal due to SUSY.
Even if the experiment can be improved to the level of 0:5  10−8, there is an important issue
that has to be addressed rst. The theoretical uncertainty in the Standard Model calculation is
conservatively estimated to be about 1 10−8 [3]. As mentioned earlier, the main uncertainty stems
from the hadronic loop corrections to γ - Z mixing, which is evaluated using the e+e− ! hadrons
data. The authors expect that, with an updated analysis of the e+e− ! hadrons data and the
resummation of higher order leading logs, it may be possible to reduce the theoretical uncertainty
by a factor of 2. But, even this is not sucient to decipher a SUSY signal of about 0:5 10−8.
Therefore, our conclusion is that a low energy Mller scattering experiment is not likely to probe
SUSY at the 85 GeV scale. If LEPII discovers superpartners, and the lightest wino-like chargino and
the sneutrino are as light as about 50 GeV, then an improved experiment with a resolution of about
0:510−8 may be able to detect a SUSY signal or to constrain SUSY models, if the theoretical error
can be correspondingly reduced. We have not investigated whether the Mller experiment, in this
case, would be complementary to LEPII.
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(d)
Figure 1 : Diagrams that contribute to ASUSYLR . The ‘arrow-conventions’ are from the
simplied Feynman rules of Ref. [13].
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